Introduction
============

EBV shows a high degree of B cell tropism. It binds to a B lymphocyte specific surface molecule, CD21 (receptor for the C3d fragment of complement).[@R1] Latent virus infection of B lymphocytes induces proliferation. In vitro, these immunoblasts can grow into lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs).[@R2]^,^[@R3] They maintain the viral genome as multiple episomes that express nine proteins. Six of them are localized in the nucleus, EBNA 1--6, whereas the remaining three are associated with the cell membrane, LMP-1, -2A and -2B. This expression pattern is referred to as latency Type III or growth program.[@R4]^,^[@R5]

EBV infected B cells that express the growth program, are potentially malignant. This danger is counteracted by immunological surveillance in healthy individuals. It involves recognition and elimination of the cells by cell mediated immunity. The details of this immune response have been well studied.[@R6]^-^[@R8] EBV encoded antigenic proteins expressed on the viral genome carrying B cell have been identified and the effector cell subsets were characterized. Recognition of the immunoblasts in a MHC Class I restricted manner by cytotoxic CD8 T cells was believed to play the main role in the control of Type III cells.[@R9]^,^[@R10] But there is also evidence for an additional immunological mechanism that curbs the growth potential of the infected B cells.[@R11]^-^[@R15] It is based on the requirement of B cell specific differentiation factors for the expression of the viral encoded genes that constitute viral growth program.[@R16] These proteins are present only in a defined differentiation window of the B cell. When the Type III lymphocytes proceed in the differentiation pathway, some of the genes in the growth program are downregulated. This mechanism is probably important during the primary infection, prior to the mobilization of the adaptive EBV specific response.[@R11]^,^[@R17] Expression of the viral genes is also determined by the differentiation state of the B cell at the occasion of infection. When the infection occurs in a B cell that is outside the critical differentiation window that allows the expression of the full growth program, the acquisition of the viral genome does not induce proliferation.[@R18]^-^[@R21]

We discuss one type of viral latent expression pattern in B lymphocytes that does not induce proliferation. Although such cells were encountered in several experimental systems, they have received relatively little attention.

EBV Gene Expression in Latent Infection of B Lymphocytes
========================================================

Human B lymphocyte populations can be infected with EBV in vitro. Latent infection leads to transformation and proliferation of the cells that is induced by the complex interaction of EBV encoded proteins and virally induced cellular proteins. The functions of the EBV-encoded proteins in the transformation event and in the maintenance of proliferation have been characterized in the in vitro generated LCLs.[@R5] The set of EBV encoded proteins expressed in these cells comprises six proteins, localized in the nucleus, EBNA 1--6, and three cell membrane associated proteins, LMP-1, -2A and -2B ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This expression pattern is usually referred to as Type III latency or growth program. The expression of EBNA-2 and LMP-1 are pivotal for proliferation and therefore they can be exploited as markers for the proliferating cells.[@R22] Importantly, as an innate immune response, naïve CD4 T cells are activated by encounter of EBV transformed B blasts before the adaptive response develops.[@R17]

![**Figure 1.** EBNA-2 and LMP-1 expression 7 days after in vitro EBV infection of cord blood mononuclear cells. DAPI staining (Vectashield) for nuclear DNA; EBNA-2 staining with mouse anti-EBNA-2 mAb clone PE2, followed by goat anti-mouse IgG1-Alexa Fluor 488; LMP-1 staining with anti-LMP-1 mAb clone S-12, followed by anti-mouse IgG~2a~-Alexa Fluor 594.[@R22]](onci-2-e23035-g1){#F1}

Studies of malignancies revealed that the expression of EBV encoded proteins can occur in various combinations, and they impose different phenotypic and functional properties on the viral genome carrying B cell.[@R4] In EBV positive Burkitt's lymphoma (BL), only one nuclear protein, EBNA-1, is expressed, referred to as Type I latency. The main function of EBNA-1 is the maintenance of the episomal form of the viral genome. A low number of B lymphocytes, with Type I latency is responsible for the EBV carrier state.[@R23] The phenotype of the Type I cell enables its existence in the face of the highly efficient EBV specific immune response in healthy individuals because it lacks activation associated changes which are required for the interaction with T cells. Furthermore, the resident viral genome does not alter the response of B cells to differentiation inducing stimuli.

The expression of the limited assortment of EBV encoded proteins, EBNA-1 and LMP-1 but not EBNA-2, was first detected in nasopharyngeal carcinoma, thus in epithelial cells.[@R24] It was designated as latency Type II. We modified the Type II designation to Type IIa in order to accommodate another restricted expression pattern, see later. The Type IIa assortment of EBV encoded genes is typical for EBV positive Reed/Sternberg cells (R/S) of Hodgkin's lymphoma (HL) that is of B cell origin.[@R25]^,^[@R26] Type IIa expressor HL cells have no inherent proliferation capacity. Type II latency does not induce proliferation of B cells in vitro.[@R22] The in vivo proliferation of R/S cells is induced by the growth-promoting factors produced in the microenvironment. In spite of considerable effort, B-cell lines with Type IIa EBV latency have not been established from HLs.[@R27] The few established and available HL-derived cell lines are all EBV-negative, except for the L591 line that expresses Type III latency.[@R28] However Type III cells do not occur in the HLs. Thus there is no evidence that the Type IIa EBV expression induces cell proliferation unless signals from the microenvironment contribute. The HL tumor mass is composed of granulomatous tissue in which only a small proportion, 1--10%, of the cells are the characteristic R/S cells.[@R29] The granuloma is created by complex interaction between the R/S cells and components of the immune system. Humoral factors regulate the phenotypes in autocrine and paracrine manners. Importantly, typical HL can arise also without the contribution of EBV. The proportion of EBV positive HL cases varies with age and with geography. Critical contribution of EBV to the pathogenesis of HL is indicated by the occurrence of Type IIa cells in the lymphoid tissues of the patients of infectious mononucleosis (IM) and by the elevated risk for EBV positive HL when primary infection in children elicits the IM syndrome.[@R30] It was proposed that the R/S cells are originally faulty differentiated B cells that are normally destined for elimination by apoptosis but EBV infection would save them.[@R31] The Type IIa assortment of the EBV encoded genes is explained by the inadequate differentiation of B cell due to lack of specific transcription factors required for expression of EBNA-2.[@R32]^,^[@R33]

Recently, we have detected cells with latency Type IIa EBV expression pattern early after in vitro infection of cord blood lymphocyte populations and in LCL cells exposed to activated CD4 T lymphocytes or their products IL-21 and CD40 ligand. In the culture of EBV infected cord blood mononuclear cells, the proliferating Type III cells dominate and finally establish LCLs.[@R22] In the latter experiment the Type III cells are induced for plamacytoid differentiation that is accompanied by downregulation of EBNA-2 and cessation of proliferation.[@R13]^,^[@R14]^,^[@R22]

For easy reference, we modified thus the original designation of Type II latency to Type IIa and refer to the reciprocal pattern that lacks LMP-1 but expresses EBNA-2 (and the other nuclear proteins) as Type IIb latency.[@R16] This expression type is the subject of this review. The phenotype and the fate of the cells with Type IIa vs. Type IIb exhibiting expression patterns differ considerably; importantly the former but not the latter can contribute to the development of malignancy.

Type IIb Latency Program
========================

In Type IIb latency, the EBNAs are expressed, but LMP-1 is not. Type IIb cells were first seen in B-Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (B-CLL) cells infected with EBV in vitro.[@R34]^-^[@R37] B-CLL arises by the clonal expansion of long-lived resting B lymphocytes.[@R38] EBV is not involved in its pathogenesis.[@R39] Only rare EBV-positive cells were detected in the lymph nodes and in the bone marrow of the CLL patients.[@R40]^,^[@R41] Blood derived CLL cells do not survive in culture and their response to B cell activating signals is weak.

Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL)
----------------------------------

CLL cells regularly express CD21, the EBV receptor, and can be infected in vitro. The events following infection of normal blood derived B cells and CLL cells differ.[@R39]^,^[@R42] In contrast to the EBV infected normal B lymphocyte population, blast transformation was not induced, the nuclear chromatin remained dense and the activation of the immediate-early genes, c-myc, ATF-2, and c-Jun did not occur in the CLL cells. Critical steps in B cell transformation such as phosphorylation of Rb and decline of p27 expression did not occur either.[@R43] However, activation of the CLL cells by CD40L led to blast transformation and in these cells the EBNA-2 staining resembled that of infected normal B lymphocytes. The initial steps of growth transformation thus occurred, but they were not followed by continuous proliferation. In some CLL clones the infected cells were activated and underwent one or two division cycles.[@R18] Occasional CLL clones yielded LCLs with Type III latency. They emerged after prolonged culture period and the cells lost the CD5 surface marker, a hallmark of B-CLL cells. We assume that CLL cells changed in the culture condition and became competent for transformation.[@R44] We conclude that the expression of Type IIb EBV latency is typical for the CLL cells and is determined by the differentiation window of B lymphocytes. However, the cells do not express the growth program, and the infection does not induce proliferation.

We found that EBV carrying Type IIb cells do not stimulate autologous T cells in spite of expression of the immunogenic proteins (EBNA-2, -3, -4, -6). Moreover they were not recognized by CTLs generated against autologous LCLs.[@R45] We ascribed this to the cell phenotype that remained similar to resting B cells, lacking the surface molecules for efficient interaction with T lymphocytes such as critical levels of MHC and expression of co- stimulatory molecules. This assumption was validated by recognition of the EBV infected CLL cells by the autologous CTLs when they were additionally activated with CD40L and IL-2. Their recognition was EBV specific, because non-infected but activated CLL cells were not targeted by the CTLs. Thus, due to the maintenance of the phenotype of a resting B lymphocyte, the CLL cells were not recognized by the immune response even when they harbored the virus against which a highly efficient immune response regularly develops.

We have encountered an unusual CLL patient who had an EBV-positive subclone in the blood.[@R46] The EBV carrying CLL cells proliferated promptly when explanted and the protein expression pattern was the Type III. Such cells were not detected in the ex vivo sample and the patient did not have a proliferating B cell disease. We assume therefore that the EBV genome carrying subclone did not express the growth program in vivo but underwent phenotypic change in vitro which involved acquisition of factors that allowed its expression. Lines could be established from the virus genome subclone in the explants on repeated occasions even from samples collected from the recurrent disease after drug induced remissions. The derived LCLs and the ex vivo B-CLL cells had identical Ig rearrangement and cytogenetic markers. The EBV-positive subclone persisted for several years. This patient showed thus that the virus genome carrying CLL cells (1) followed the dynamics of the disease and were not disturbed by the EBV specific immune response, (2) had no selective advantage in vivo and (3) the EBV genome carrying cells changed to Type III and proliferated in vitro. We assume that if this change would have occurred in vivo, the cells would have been eliminated by the immune response.

Establishment of two LCLs from the CLL cells with one year interval was reported in a case that showed change in the disease phenotype.[@R47] At the time of the establishment of the two LCLs, the CLL showed prolymphocytoid transformation, (PLL). The outgrowth of proliferating lines in the explants is probably related to the change in the phenotype of the disease. In an earlier comparative study, PLL but not CLL cells proliferated when infected with EBV in vitro.[@R35] If infection of PLL cells would have occurred in vivo latency Type III should have expressed. Since the patient survived at least one year after the establishment of first cell line, we speculate cells with latency Type III were not present in vivo. Moreover ex vivo samples on two occasions before the establishment of cell lines were found to be EBNA-2 negative. The authors concluded that the malignant cells were most likely infected in the culture by the virus released from normal B cells. We found that both of the lines were infected with the same virus strain but the event of infection differed as proven by the terminal repeat analysis (to be published).

Burkitt's lymphoma
------------------

EBV carrying BL express EBNA-1, the protein required for the maintenance of the viral episome, latency Type I. The pivotal proteins of the growth program, EBNA-2 and LMP-1, are not expressed. Both EBV positive and negative BLs carry translocation of the *myc* oncogene to an *Ig* locus. Almost all "endemic" BLs that occur in Africa and New Guinea are EBV positive but only fractions of the "sporadic" BLs that occur elsewhere carry EBV. *Myc* driven proliferation was initially thought to be the key factor in the genesis of BLs and therefore the role of EBV remained unclear.[@R48] Kennedy et al. emphasized that the viral genomes can be lost in vitro but not in vivo from the EBV positive tumors.[@R49] They regarded therefore EBV, particularly the EBNA-1 protein to be essential for the virus carrying tumors probably due to anti-apoptotic function. Indeed, as recognized later, in addition to driving proliferation, activation of *myc* could render cells prone to apoptosis and evidence was presented that EBV counteracted this effect.[@R50]

One unusual endemic BL case, regarding EBV protein expression, with heterogeneous cell population was described by Kelly et al.[@R51] Four types of clones were derived from the early in vitro passages. A few clones were EBV negative. The EBV positive clones were of three latency types. (1) Typical, only EBNA-1 expressor Type I. (2) EBNA-2 negative LMP-1 positive expressor, carrying a deletion of the EBNA-2 sequence. These cells were EBNA -3, -4, -6 positive and were referred to as Wp-restricted latency. They differed thus from latency Type IIa in which all the nuclear proteins are absent due to cell differentiation determined regulation of the EBV encoded protein expression. (3) EBNA-2 positive LMP-1 negative, Type IIb. All clones carried the *myc* translocation. The Type IIb clones carried single integrated EBV genome. Type IIb cells (5--10%) were detected in the biopsy of original tumor tissue and in the first in vitro passages by immunofluorescence with high variations in the intensities of EBNA-2 staining among the clones.

Activation of c-*myc* was probably responsible for the proliferation of these clones. The clones differed in apoptotic propensity when elicited by two different triggers and this could be correlated with variations in the expression of EBV encoded genes. The authors conclude that EBV counterbalanced the apoptotic function of *myc* in these cells.

Infectious mononucleosis and Post-transplant lymphoproliferative disorders (PTLD)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Simultaneous visualization of EBNA-2 and LMP-1 proteins in B cells of IM, PTLD and AIDS associated lymphoma tissues characterized cells with Type IIa, IIb, and III latencies.[@R52]^-^[@R55] Considerable proportion of the EBV positive cells with small to medium size expressed the Type IIb latency. The Type IIa cells were larger and resembled R/S cells in EBV positive HL tissues. Morphologically intermediate sized cells expressed Type III.[@R52]^-^[@R54] Evaluation of the quantitative expression of these EBV encoded proteins revealed the high degree of variations in these tissues; including cells with extremely weak reactivity with the LMP-1 specific reagent.

Kurth et al. substantiated these results in IM tonsil samples and provided details about the differentiation stage, localization and the clonality of EBV infected B cells in relation to the germinal centers.[@R53] Type I, classical Type II and Type III cells were detected. Their relative frequencies were as follows: fewer than 10%, 20--30%, 10--20% respectively. In addition, 50--60% of small to medium-sized cells expressed EBNA-2 but not LMP-1, thus Type IIb latency. Sequence analysis of V region genes showed that cells with both unmutated and mutated genes carried EBV and their clones could expand without somatic hypermutation.

These careful studies did not provide biological classification of the Type IIb cells. The nature of the Type IIb cells was "undefined" and they were regarded either as transitional stages between the various latency types or proceeding to the virus productive stage.[@R52]^,^[@R53]

Humanized mouse
---------------

Type IIb cells were detected in two studies that employed EBV infected "humanized mice." In such mice, the functional human immune system develops from administered human stem/progenitor cells. The recipient Rag2^−/−^ γ~c~^−/−^ mice or the NOD/LtSz-*scid*/*IL2R*γ^null^ mice are highly immunodeficient.[@R56]^,^[@R57] EBV infected humanized mice can be regarded as small animal models in which the details of the virus-target cell interaction and the contribution of immune regulation can be studied as the mouse cells are not susceptible for EBV infection. It can be exploited for experimental manipulation of the immunological functions e.g., elimination of T cell subsets, administration of immunomodulators, establishing the importance of the viral dose and the effect of viral variants. Yajima M et al. emphasized that the consequence of EBV infection, histology and phenotype of the infected cells in such mice is similar to that seen in immunocompromised humans.[@R58] In one study, immunoblastic lymphomas with Type IIa latency were induced but from explanted samples Type III cells grew.[@R59] Considering the great variation of the EBV related parameters in humans, it is not surprising that in the complex experimental system using humanized mice the details vary. Variation is evident even in single experiment as results may vary in mice of one litter infected with the same virus dose.[@R56] In addition, the emphasis on the studied parameters varies with the interest of investigator. However, it can be concluded that the dominant latencies were Type I and Type II.

Type IIb cells were detected in EBV infected Rag2^−/−^ γ~c~^−/−^ humanized mice.[@R56] The morphology of the lymphoid tissue, topographical distribution, latency programs, immunophenotype, Ig mutation status of the infected cells and the composition of the T cell subsets were studied. Generally, these parameters were reminiscent of those seen in patients with infectious mononucleosis. In situ hybridization demonstrated efficient B cell infection as indicated by high proportions of EBER positive B lymphocytes and immunohistochemistry detected Type III, Type IIa and Type IIb programs. The relative frequencies were similar to that seen in IM tissues.

The lymphoid tissue of the uninfected mice showed follicular hyperplasia with primary follicle and only few germinal centers. EBV infected mice that had two different morphological patterns were analyzed. Cells with Type IIb latency were detected in both. In the lymphoid tissues of the infected mice with follicular hyperplasia and intensive germinal center formation, the majority of EBV carrying B cells, based on EBER expression, were localized outside and at the periphery of the follicles. These were mainly small-medium-sized Type I cells. Type IIb cells were detected in the mantle zone and within the germinal center. In both latency types, the B cells were naïve; they did not carry somatic mutations. In contrast, the few cells with latency Type IIa program that were localized in the germinal center carried few mutations.

The EBV positive cell populations in the lymphoid tissue of mice with nodular and diffuse lymphoid proliferation without germinal center formation were polymorphic, containing both mutated and unmutated Type III cells. A considerable fraction of the B cells exhibited the Type IIb program. In these mice, the CD8 T cells were enriched, as it occurs in infectious mononucleosis.

Type IIb cells were demonstrated in EBV infected humanized mice in the study, in which the contribution of the virus spread in the development of lymphomas was the main subject. Therefore mice were also infected with lytic replication defective virus. In addition to the CD34 positive stem cells, isolated from human fetal liver, the immunodeficient mice received thymus and liver tissue from the same source. Six of the 11 control virus infected mice developed Type I and Type IIb "lymphomas" detected in serial sections of the spleen. LMP-1 positive cells were rare. All lymphomas were infiltrated with CD4 and CD8 T cells; however the Type IIb "tumors" had more robust CD4 cell infiltration. The authors emphasize that this is the first model in which EBV induced lymphomas with Type I and IIb latency were induced.[@R57]

Conclusions
===========

EBV Latency Type IIb B lymphocytes were detected in several experimental systems. It was first seen and occurred regularly in cultures of in vitro EBV infected blood derived CLL cells. This finding has two important aspects. First, it showed convincingly that the latency type i.e., the assortment of expressed EBV encoded proteins can be determined by the differentiation window of the B cell at the event of infection. The other aspect concerns the role of EBNA-2 in the expression of LMP-1. The EBNA-2 protein is part of a molecular complex that binds to LMP-1 promoter. The mechanism responsible for the absence of LMP-1 in the CLL cells when EBNA-2 is present has not been clarified yet.

CLL cells infected with EBV in vitro express Type IIb latency and they do not proliferate. Lines were obtained in rare experiments. However, they were Type III and they emerged from the infected cultures with longer latency period compared with the emergence of LCLs in infected cultures of normal B cell populations. We assumed that some cells in the EBV infected CLL population changed in the culture condition and this involved also expression of cellular factors critical for the establishment of Type III latency.

The Type IIb proliferating clones selected from one unique BL sample carried *Ig*/*myc* translocation, as it is the case with EBV negative BLs. The EBV encoded proteins probably modified but they were not responsible for the proliferating potential of the cells.

CLL develops as an expansion of CD5 positive B cell with mature phenotype. Its exact origin and pathogenesis are unknown. EBV positive Type IIb expresser cells were detected in the lymphoid tissue during the acute phase of IM. We propose that the characteristic expression of EBV encoded genes, EBNA-2 positive but LMP-1 negative, may serve as marker for identification of the original B cell representing a particular differentiation window. The fate of the Type IIb cells in the IM tissue is not known. While they have no indigenous proliferative potential they may undergo a few divisions, perhaps under the influence of factors in the microenvironment. The experiments with the humanized mice suggest that CD4 T cells could provide the stimulus. In IM, the Type IIb cells disappear upon recovery probably by apoptosis. The CLL disease that is not related to EBV may arise from corresponding B lymphocytes by unknown mechanism and the leukemia cells may maintain certain features of their origin.
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